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The sprawling growth of  vertical high rise apartments is often seen as the root cause of  dissolving the society living prevalent 
in India, commonly known as the “Mohalla system” in some parts of  the country. The beauty of  such a settlement was that it 
evolved community spaces acting as the domain for all social and cultural interaction. In an effort to retain the essence of  the 
traditional cluster and street planning, the architects at Creative Group conceptualized the Vertical Green City. The project 
consists of  deluxe residential apartments consisting of  900 units having 2-bedrooms, 3-bedrooms, 4-bedrooms and Pent-
houses. 

The project consist of  energy efficient Delux Residential Appartments consisting of  600 units having, Two Bedrooms, Three 
Bedroom, Four Bedroom Units and Penthouses (fully airconditioned). 100% Power Backup, commercial activity etc. Vastu, 
Solar Chart and Climatic Conditions has been looked into while designing the houseing for Vertical Green City.
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“A Concrete Vision of Innovation”



Matching the climatic requirement, the clusters rise from the North-East to the South-West. The taller clusters, hence effectively 
shade the receding ones from the harsh South-West sun. The orientation and planning of  the individual units ascertain that clus-
ters are naturally cross-ventilated with abundant daylight. With blocks formulated on the North-South axis, thermal gains are 
barred from entering the clusters. Keeping up with the modern times, the architects ensured that maximum privacy is ensured as 
no two units overlook into the others habitable space. Each cluster is delighted with unobstructed clear views as adjacent towers 
do create a visual hindrance, which commonly happens to be the case in many high rise residential developments. 

As a high tension wire pierces the site diagonally from East to the South-West, the entire premise is developed into a beautifully 
landscaped green spine, streaming like a “green river” through the towers. As the entire residential campus is attained to be a 
pedestrian friendly zone, a road marking the periphery of  the site transforms into cul-de-sacs to enable segregated vehicular 
movement. Pedestrianized streets are seamless blended into the lush green of  the site, creating a unified space for the effortless 
movement of  the community members.

Prompted by the ways of  inherent traditional planning and climate sensitive development, such architecture creates harmonious 
living for the Indian family. It truly reflects the society of  its times. 

Taking cue from the traditional neighborhood planning, the architects aspired to preserve the ethos of  social interaction as, the 
residential tower rises vertically. The insertion of  a mid-level street, between the residential blocks, becomes the integrated ap-
proach to dwellings units, above and below the mid-level street. The street practically suspended and open from all four sides, is 
endowed is panoramic views of  its green surroundings. By virtue of  which it naturally succeeds at acting as a gathering space 
used for daily interaction. Keeping in lieu with the verticality of  the project, the traditional Indian street is elevated at upper lev-
els.
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“Inspired by the indigenous courtyard houses of India”



Integrated with the principals of  Vastu, the site zoning has been done consulting the diagram of  “vastupurush mandala”. The tallest cluster 
located in the South-West corner signifies the seat of  power according the doctrine. A water body located in the North-East corner of  the 
site modifies the micro-climate by cooling the moisture laden North-Easterly winds blowing from October to February. The energy harness-
ing services are strapped in the South-East corner, while the septic tank is located in the rear South-East of  the site. A buffer created by a 
thick belt of  trees lined in the South-West guard the towers from the penetrating heat of  the sun.
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